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ABSTRACT
Person re-identification is particularly challenging due to significant
appearance changes across separate camera views. In order to re-
identify people, a representative human signature should effectively
handle differences in illumination, pose and camera parameters.
While general appearance-based methods are modelled in Euclidean
spaces, it has been argued that some applications in image and video
analysis are better modelled via non-Euclidean manifold geometry.
To this end, recent approaches represent images as covariance matri-
ces, and interpret such matrices as points on Riemannian manifolds.
As direct classification on such manifolds can be difficult, in this
paper we propose to represent each manifold point as a vector of
similarities to class representers, via a recently introduced form of
Bregman matrix divergence known as the Stein divergence. This
is followed by using a discriminative mapping of similarity vectors
for final classification. The use of similarity vectors is in contrast
to the traditional approach of embedding manifolds into tangent
spaces, which can suffer from representing the manifold structure
inaccurately. Comparative evaluations on benchmark ETHZ and
iLIDS datasets for the person re-identification task show that the
proposed approach obtains better performance than recent tech-
niques such as Histogram Plus Epitome, Partial Least Squares, and
Symmetry-Driven Accumulation of Local Features.
Index Terms— surveillance, person re-identification, manifolds.
1. INTRODUCTION
Person re-identification is the process of matching persons across
non-overlapping camera views in diverse locations. Within the con-
text of surveillance, re-identification needs to function with a large
set of candidates and be robust to pose changes, occlusions of body
parts, low resolution and illumination variations. The issues can be
compounded, making a person difficult to recognise even by human
observers (see Fig. 1 for examples). Compared to classical biometric
cues (eg. face, gait) which may not be reliable due to non-frontality,
low resolution and/or low frame-rate, person re-identification ap-
proaches typically use the entire body.
While appearance based person re-identification methods are
generally modelled in Euclidean spaces [8, 11, 24], it has been ar-
gued that some applications in image and video analysis are better
modelled on non-Euclidean manifold geometry [28]. To this end,
recent approaches represent images as covariance matrices [3], and
interpret such matrices as points on Riemannian manifolds [12, 28].
A popular way of analysing manifolds is to embed them into tangent
spaces, which are Euclidean spaces. This process which can be in-
terpreted as warping the feature space [27]. Embedding manifolds is
not without problems, as pairwise distances between arbitrary points
on a tangent space may not represent the structure of the manifold
accurately [12, 13].
Fig. 1. Examples of challenges in person re-identification, where
each column contains images of the same person from two separate
camera views. Challenges include pose changes, occlusions of body
parts, low resolution and illumination variations.
In this paper we present a multi-shot appearance based person
re-identification method on Riemannian manifolds, where embed-
ding the manifolds into tangent spaces is not required. We adapt
a recently proposed technique for analysing Riemannian manifolds,
where points on the manifolds are represented through their similar-
ity vectors [2]. The similarity vectors contain similarities to class
representers. We obtain each similarity with the aid of a recently
introduced form of Bregman matrix divergence known as the Stein
divergence [13, 25]. The classification task on manifolds is hence
converted into a task in the space of similarity vectors, which can be
tackled using learning methods devised for Euclidean spaces, such
as Linear Discriminant Analysis [5]. Unlike previous person re-
identification methods, the proposed method does not require sep-
arate settings for new datasets.
We continue the paper as follows. In Section 2 several recent
methods for person re-identification are briefly described. The pro-
posed approach is detailed in Section 3. A comparative performance
evaluation on two public datasets is given In Section 4. The main
findings are summarised in Section 5.
2. PREVIOUS WORK
Given an image of an individual to be re-identified, the task of per-
son re-identification can be categorised into two main classes. (i)
Single-vs-Single (SvS), where there is only one image of each per-
son in the gallery and one in the probe; this can be seen as a one-
to-one comparison. (ii) Multiple-vs-Single (MvS), or multi-shot,
where there are multiple images of each person available in gallery
and one image in the probe. Below we summarise several person
re-identification methods: Partial Least Squares (PLS) [24], Con-
text based method [31], Histogram Plus Epitome (HPE) [4], and
Symmetry-Driven Accumulation of Local Features (SDALF) [8].
The PLS method [24] first decomposes a given image into over-
lapping blocks, and extracts a rich set of features from each block.
Three types of features are considered: textures, edges, and colours.
The dimensionality of the feature space is then reduced by employ-
ing Partial Least Squares regression (PLSR) [30], which models re-
lations between sets of observed variables by means of latent vari-
ables. To learn a PLSR discriminatory model for each person, one-
against-all scheme is used [9]. Nearest neighbour is then employed
for classification.
The Context-based method [31] enriches the description of a
person by contextual visual knowledge from surrounding people.
The method represents a group by considering two descriptors:
(a) ‘center rectangular ring ratio-occurrence’ descriptor, which de-
scribes the information ratio of visual words between and within var-
ious rectangular ring regions, and (b) ‘block based ratio-occurrence’
descriptor, which describes local spatial information between visual
words that could be stable. For group image representation only fea-
tures extracted from foreground pixels are used to construct visual
words.
HPE [4] considers multiple instances of each person to create a
person signature. The structural element (STEL) generative model
approach [16] is employed for foreground detection. The combina-
tion of a global (person level) HSV histogram and epitome regions of
foreground pixels is then calculated, where an image epitome [15] is
computed by collapsing the given image into a small collage of over-
lapped patches. The patches contain the essence of textural, shape
and appearance properties of the image. Both the generic epitome
(epitome mean) and local epitome (probability that a patch is in an
epitome) are computed.
SDALF [8] considers multiple instances of each person. Fore-
ground features are used to model three complementary aspects of
human appearance extracted from various body parts. First, for
each pedestrian image, axes of asymmetry and symmetry are found.
Then, complementary aspects of the person appearance are detected
on each part, and their features are extracted. To select salient
parts of a given pedestrian image, the features are then weighted by
exploiting perceptual principles of symmetry and asymmetry.
The above methods assume that classical Euclidean geometry is
capable of providing meaningful solutions (distances and statistics)
for modelling and analysing images and videos, which might not be
always correct [27]. Furthermore, they require separate parameter
tuning for each dataset.
3. PROPOSED APPROACH
Our goal is to automatically re-identify a given person among a large
set of candidates in diverse locations over various non-overlapping
camera views. The proposed method is comprised of three main
stages: (i) feature extraction and generation of covariance descrip-
tors, (ii) measurement of similarities on Riemannian manifolds via
the Stein divergence, and (iii) creation of similarity vectors and dis-
criminative mapping for final classification. Each of the stages is
elucidated in more detail in the following subsections.
3.1. Feature Extraction and Covariance Descriptors
As per [4,8], to reduce the effect of varying background, foreground
pixels are extracted from each given image of a person via the STEL
generative model approach [16]. We note that it is also possible to
use more advanced approaches, such as [21].
Based on preliminary experiments, for each each foreground
pixel located at (x, y), the following feature vector is calculated:
f = [ x, y, HSV xy, CIELABxy, Λxy, Θxy ]
T
(1)
where HSV xy = [Hxy, Sxy, V̂xy] are the colour values of the
HSV channels, employing histogram equalisation for channel V ,
CIELABxy = [Lxy, axy, bxy] are the values of CIELAB colour
space [1], while Λxy = [λ
R
xy, λ
G
xy, λ
B
xy] and Θxy = [θ
R
xy, θ
G
xy, θ
B
xy]
indicate gradient magnitudes and orientations for each channel in
RGB colour space. We note that we have selected this relatively
straightforward set of features as a starting point, and that it is cer-
tainly possible to use other features. However, a thorough evaluation
of possible features is beyond the scope of this paper.
Given a set F = {f i}
N
i=1
of extracted features, with its mean
represented by µ, each image is represented as a covariance matrix:
C =
1
N − 1
∑N
i=1
(f i − µ)(f i − µ)
T
(2)
Representing an image with a covariance matrix has several ad-
vantages [3]: (i) it is a low-dimensional (compact) representation
that is independent of image size, (ii) the impact of noisy samples is
reduced via the averaging during covariance computation, and (iii) it
is a straightforward method of fusing correlated features.
3.2. Riemannian Manifolds and Stein Divergence
Covariance matrices belong to the group of symmetric positive def-
inite (SPD) matrices, which can be interpreted as points on Rie-
mannian manifolds. As such, the underlying distance and similarity
functions might not be accurately defined in Euclidean spaces [23].
Efficiently handling Riemannian manifolds is non-trivial, due
largely to two main challenges [26]: (i) as manifold curvature needs
to be taken into account, defining divergence or distance functions on
SPDmatrices is not straightforward; (ii) high computational require-
ments, even for basic operations such as distances. For example, the
Riemannian structure induced by considering the Affine Invariant
Riemannian Metric (AIRM) has been shown somewhat useful for
analysing SPD matrices [14, 20]. For A,B ∈ Sd++, where S
d
++ is
the space of positive definite matrices of size d×d, AIRM is defined
as:
δR (A,B) :=
∥∥∥log (B− 12AB− 12 )∥∥∥
F
(3)
where log(·) is the principal matrix logarithm [25]. However,
AIRM is computationally demanding as it essentially needs eigen-
decomposition ofA andB. Furthermore, the resulting structure has
negative curvature which prevents the use of conventional learning
algorithms for classification purposes.
To simplify the handling of Riemannian manifolds, they are of-
ten first embedded into higher dimensional Euclidean spaces, such
as tangent spaces [18, 19, 22, 29]. However, only distances between
points to the tangent pole are equal to true geodesic distances, mean-
ing that distances between arbitrary points on tangent spaces may
not represent the manifold accurately.
As an alternative to measuring distances on tangent spaces, in
this work we use the recently introduced Stein divergence, which is
a version of the Bregman matrix divergence for SPD matrices [25].
To measure dissimilarity between two SPD matrices A and B, the
Bregman divergence is defined as [17]:
Dφ(A,B) , φ(A)− φ(B)− 〈∇φ(B), A−B〉 (4)
where 〈A,B〉 = tr
(
ATB
)
and φ : Sd++ → R is a real-valued,
strictly convex and differentiable function. The divergence in (4) is
asymmetric which is often undesirable. The Jensen-Shannon sym-
metrisation of Bregman divergence is defined as [17]:
D
JS
φ (A,B) ,
1
2
Dφ
(
A,
A+B
2
)
+
1
2
Dφ
(
B,
A+B
2
)
(5)
By selecting φ in (5) to be − log (det (A)), which is the bar-
rier function of semi-definite cone [25], we obtain the symmetric
Stein divergence, also known as the Jensen Bregman Log-Det diver-
gence [6]:
Jφ(A,B) , log
(
det
(
A+B
2
))
−
1
2
log (det (AB)) (6)
The symmetric Stein divergence is invariant under congruence
transformations and inversion [6]. It is computationally less expen-
sive than AIRM, and is related to AIRM in several aspects which
establish a bound between the divergence and AIRM [6].
3.3. Similarity Vectors and Discriminative Mapping
For each query point (an SPD matrix) to be classified, a similarity to
each training class is obtained, forming a similarity vector. We ob-
tain each similarity with the aid of the Stein divergence described in
the preceding section. The classification task on manifolds is hence
converted into a task in the space of similarity vectors, which can be
tackled using learning methods devised for Euclidean spaces.
Given a training set of points on a Riemannian manifold, X =
{(X1, y1), (X2, y2), . . . , (Xn, yn)}, where yi ∈
{
1, 2, . . . ,m
}
is a class label, and m is the number of classes, we define the simi-
larity between matrixXi and class l as:
si,l =
1
Nl
∑
j 6=i
Jφ(Xi,Xj)δ(yj − l) (7)
where δ(·) is the discrete Dirac function and
Nl =
{
nl − 1 if yi = l
nl otherwise
(8)
where nl is the number of training matrices in class l. Using
Eqn. (7), the similarity between Xi and all classes is obtained,
where i ∈
{
1, 2, . . . , n
}
. Each matrixXi is hence represented by a
similarity vector:
si = [ si,1, si,2, . . . , si,m ]
T
(9)
Classification on Riemannian manifolds can now be reinter-
preted as a learning task in Rm. Given the similarity vectors of
training data, S = {(s1, y1), (s2, y2), · · · , (sn, yn)}, we seek a
way to label a query matrix Xq , represented by a similarity vec-
tor sq = [sq,1, sq,2, . . . , sq,m ]
T
. As a starting point, we have
chosen linear discriminant analysis [5], where we find a mapping
W ∗ that minimises the intra-class distances while simultaneously
maximising inter-class distances:
W
∗ = argmax
W
trace
{[
WSWW
T
]−1 [
WSBW
T
]}
(10)
where SB and SW are the between class and within class scatter
matrices [5]. The query similarity vector sq can then be mapped
into the new space via:
xq =W
∗T
sq (11)
We can now use a straightforward nearest neighbour classi-
fier [5] to assign a class label to xq . We shall refer to this approach
as Relational Divergence Classification (RDC).
4. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we evaluate the proposed RDC approach by providing
comparisons against several methods on two person re-identification
datasets: iLIDS [31] and ETHZ [7,24]. The VIPeR dataset [10] was
not used as it only has one image from each person in the gallery,
and is hence not suitable for testing MvS approaches. Each dataset
covers various aspects and challenges of the person re-identification
task. The results are shown in terms of the Cumulative Matching
Characteristic (CMC) curves, where each CMC curve represents the
expectation of finding the correct match in the top n matches.
In order to show the improvement caused by using similarity
vectors in conjunction with linear discriminant analysis, we also
evaluate the performance of directly using the Stein divergence in
conjunction with a nearest neighbour classifier (ie. direct classifica-
tion on manifolds, without creating similarity vectors). We refer to
this approach as the direct Stein method.
4.1. iLIDS Dataset
The iLIDS dataset is a publicly available video dataset capturing real
scenarios at an airport arrival hall under a multi-camera CCTV net-
work. From these videos a dataset of 479 images of 119 pedestrians
was extracted and the images were normalised to 128 × 64 pixels
(height × width) [31]. The extracted images were chosen from non-
overlapping cameras, and are subject to illumination changes and
occlusions [31].
We randomly selected N images for each person to build the
gallery set, while the remaining images form the probe set. The
whole procedure is repeated 10 times in order to estimate an average
CMC curve. We compared the performance of the proposed RDC
approach against the direct Stein method, as well as the algorithms
described in Section 2 (SDALF and Context based) for a commonly
used setting of N = 3. The results, shown in Fig. 2, indicate that the
proposed method generally outperforms the other techniques. The
results also show that the use of similarity vectors in conjunction
with linear discriminant analysis is preferable to directly using the
Stein divergence.
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Fig. 2. Performance on the iLIDS dataset [31] for N=3, using the
proposed RDCmethod, the direct Stein method, SDALF [8], context
based method [31]. HPE results for N=3 were not provided in [4].
4.2. ETHZ Dataset
The ETHZ dataset [7,24] was captured from a moving camera, with
the images of pedestrians containing occlusions and wide variations
in appearance. Sequence 1 contains 83 pedestrians (4857 images),
Sequence 2 contains 35 pedestrians (1936 images), and Sequence 3
contains 28 pedestrians (1762 images).
We downsampled all the images to 64 × 32 (height × width).
For each subject, the training set consisted of N randomly selected
images, with the rest used for the test set. The random selection of
the training and testing data was repeated 10 times.
Results were obtained for the commonly used setting ofN = 10
and are shown in Fig. 3. On sequences 1 and 2, the proposed RDC
method considerably outperforms PLS, SDALF, HPE and the direct
Stein method. On sequence 3, RDC obtains performance on par with
SDALF.
Note that the random selection used by the RDC approach to
create the gallery is more challenging and more realistic than the
data selection strategy employed by SDALF and HPE on the same
dataset [4, 8]. SDALF and HPE both apply clustering beforehand
on the original frames, and then select randomly one frame for each
cluster to build their gallery set. In this way they can ensure that their
gallery set includes the keyframes to use for the multi-shot signature
calculation. In contrast, we haven’t applied any clustering for the
proposed RDC method in order to be closer to real life scenarios.
5. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a novel appearance based person re-identification
method comprised of: (i) representing each image as a compact
covariance matrix constructed from feature vectors extracted from
foreground pixels, (ii) treating covariance matrices as points on Rie-
mannian manifolds, (iii) representing each manifold point as a vector
of similarities to class representers with the aid of the recently intro-
duced Stein divergence, and (iv) using a discriminative mapping of
similarity vectors for final classification. The use of similiarity vec-
tors is in contrast to the traditional approach of analysing manifolds
via embedding them into tangent spaces. The latter might result in
inaccurate modelling, as the structure of the manifolds is only par-
tially taken into account [12, 13].
Person re-identification experiments on the iLIDS [31] and
ETHZ [7,24] datasets show that the proposed approach outperforms
several recent methods, such as Histogram Plus Epitome [4], Partial
Least Squares [24], and Symmetry-Driven Accumulation of Local
Features [8].
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Fig. 3. Performance on the ETHZ dataset [24] for N = 10, using
Sequences 1 to 3 (top to bottom). Results are shown for the pro-
posed RDC method, direct Stein method, HPE [4], PLS [24] and
SDALF [8].
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